This study is concerned with investigating the influence of lateral disk flexibility on the dynamics of a rotor system experiencing rub. A rotating, flexible continuous disk/shaft model was developed and the dynamical behavior of this system with and without rubbing was studied. The model developed in this study is similar to the Jeffcott rotor model except that the disk is treated as a laterally flexible continuous circular plate. The motion of the disk was transformed from physical coordinates to a set of generalized coordinates under which the generalized motion was uncoupled and the responses were calculated. Then the inertial moment acting on the shaft was computed and introduced into the governing equations of the shaft motion.
INTRODUCTION
Rub is one of the major phenomena in turbomachinery which can greatly change the dynamic behavior of the system. It may cause excessive wear of parts, decrease in efficiency, and may even lead to severe damage to the machine (Bendy, 1979). The current tendency of technological development requires the turbomachinery to be of smaller volume, lighter weight, and higher speed. This leads to more flexible rotors and closer tolerances between rotor and stator. Consequently the possibility of blades/casing and shaft/seal rubbings has been greatly increased. Because of its potentially destructive nature, rub has long been a major concern of investigators and designers for turbomachinery. As early as 1926, rub had been discussed by investigators (Newkirk, 1926 there is some nonlinearity in the system which serves to excite higher harmonics. However, the influences of disk flexibility on the rotor dynamics when combined with rub have not been studied. In the light of previous studies, it is reasonable to expect that disk flexibility will affect the system's behavior during rubbing. The objective of this paper is to investigate the dynamical responses of rotors with rigid or flexible disks to rub. A widely used rub model was modified to fit the investigation. Disk flexibility was included into the rotor equations in a procedure similar to that previously developed by Wu and Flowers (1992). Direct integration and the harmonic balance method were employed to determine the solutions to the system equations. The eigenvalue method, Floquet theory and direct integration were used to determine the stability of the solutions when necessary. A number of parameter variation studies were performed for varied rub clearances and disk mass influence ratios. The system responses to the rub, its occurrence and development, and global stability were studied.
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In order to conduct the analytical investigation, it is necessary to simplify this very complex problem while still capturing its essential dynamical characteristics. The inertia forces can be calculated by
FIGURE 1 SIMPLIFIED FLEXIBLE DISK ROTOR MODEL

Equations of Motion of the Rotor
With the assumptions described above, the equations of motion for the rotor are 
Equations of Motion of the Disk
The equation of motion of the disk under the excitation of shaft movement can be written in polar coordinates as a2w aw
at -p(# + 2C241)r cos .19 (2)
where W represents the lateral motion of the disk and can be expressed in the following general form according to modal expansion theory
One can note that Wu and Wci are orthogonal. Substituting (3) into (2), multiplying both side of (2) which can be simplified to
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Dimensionless Equations of Motion for the Complete Rotor System
After some mathematical manipulations, the dimensionless equations of motion for the whole system can be obtained as 1 1
In the above equations, xl, x2, x31 and x4, are scaled by e, the imbalance eccentricity. Time is scaled by the rotor speed, I. The fni and f,.,2 are nonlinear forces caused by rub. One can notice from the above system equations that the effects of disk flexibility depend on the three groups of parameters r21, 6i and A3i. These are the mass influence ratio, damping ratio and frequency ratio respectively. The natural frequencies of the disk depend not only on the nonrotating stiffness of the disk but also on the rotating speed. The lowest natural frequency of the disk can be written as 
where w30 is the lowest non-rotating natural frequency of the disk. In practice, only a few of the lowest modes of the disk need to be considered. In the present work, the lowest mode was included and the mass influence ratio and nonrotating natural frequency were varied to study the disk effects.
Rub Model
The rubbing force is quite complicated and is difficult to model precisely. The simplified model used in this study is shown in Figure 2 . It is felt that this model adequately captures the fundamental characteristics of the rub phenomena. It has been widely adopted in previous studies (references [3] , [4] , [6] , and [17] are examples).
The normal rub force is 
FIGURE 3 TANGENTIAL RUB FORCE VS. RELATIVE SPEED
The amplitude of the tangential rub force is =p" F" (12) Its direction depends on the relative velocity vo between the contact point. The relation between ft and vo is plotted in Figure 3 .
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A number of computer simulation studies were performed using the rotor model and the modified rub model that was described above. The results discussed below are representative cases. Two basic disk configurations will be discussed and compared. They are the case of a rotor with a rigid disk and the case of a rotor with a flexible disk. The nominal parameters that were used are shown in Table  1 . These parameters were chosen so that the ratio of disk frequency to first rotor critical speed is about 4 to 1. The dynamical behavior for the rigid disk configuration is quite interesting and the current study reports behavior that has not previously been described. The normalized response amplitudes as functions of rotor speed are shown in Figure 4 Thus it is possible that a rotor system can be perturbed so that the behavior jumps from a relatively low amplitude imbalance response to a high amplitude behavior, even at moderate rotor speeds where the imbalance response is significantly below the clearance. In addition to the behavior discussed above, the response analyses give a relatively low amplitude unstable response region. Physically such behavior cannot be observed, but analytically the responses are solutions to the governing equations.
TABLE 1 SIMULATION MODEL PARAMETERS
The imbalance response amplitudes as functions of rotor speed for the model with disk flexibility included are shown in Figure 5 -a. The dynamical behavior of this model is in many ways similar to that for the rigid disk model. For both cases, in rotor speed regions where the imbalance response amplitude is below the clearance, stable multi-valued responses were observed. Light and heavy rubbing regions are also observed for both cases. However, significant differences do occur.
Two cases, for differing values of rubbing clearance, are examined. The behavior for d=1.0 consists of four distinct categories. The first of these categories consists of low amplitude forward whirling (the linear imbalance response). This motion changes to light rubbing when the steady state imbalance response amplitude is greater than the clearance. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 5 b. The rubbing with bouncing of the rotor on the casing becomes increasingly more pronounced as the rotor speed increases until the onset of instability at S./ 1.7. This is shown in Figure 5 -c. There is no low amplitude backward whirl for this configuration. There is a high amplitude backward whirling that occurs for about same parametric ranges as the stable forward whirling mode. This category of response shows well-behaved orbit plots for much of the applicable rotor speed range (see Figure 5-d) , but changes to a multiple frequency, rather bizarre appearing orbit plot shortly before the stability boundary (see Figure  5 -e). Beyond the stability boundary, the responses are unstable in the classical sense. That is, the amplitudes approach infinity at steady state. This appears to be due to a cross-coupled stiffness between the two modes of the flexible disk.
For higher clearance values (d=1.5 is shown), the responses for the flexible disk model are a bit more like those for the rigid disk model. The reponses transition from forward whirl, to a mixed forward/backward whirl mode, to unstable behavior as the rotor speed is increased. The mixed mode is shown in Figure 5 -f. These results show that the disk flexibility tends to produce much lower vibration amplitudes than that for an equivalent rigid disk rotor system. This is probably because the disk flexibility changes the equivalent damping of the system. The rotor speed margin for stability is a little higher for light rub. In addition, the flexible vibration of the disk tends to absorb some of the energy that can only appear as rotor vibration for the rigid disk model. These effects tend to produce lower amplitude rotor vibration. Figure 6 shows a plot of the normalized amplitude as a function of rotor speed for a flexible disk rotor with a mass influence ratio of 0.2. Comparison with figure 6-a (for which the mass influence ratio is one-half), shows that the response amplitudes are much higher. They are even higher than the comparable responses for the rigid disk rotor. This is probably due to the very small equivalent damping ratio.
In Figure 7 , the non-spinning disk frequency is varied from 4 to 6. The resulting response amplitudes are higher and the stability margin is shifted toward the right. 
CONCLUSIONS
In the present work, the influences of rub on the dynamics of a rigid disk rotor and a flexible disk rotor have been investigated. The rub responses, both light rub and heavy rub, have been studied. Mass influence ratio and nonspinning disk frequency were varied to study the influence of the disk flexibility. The rotor speed stability margins were also presented in this work. This study has served to present a general global picture of the rub phenomenon and to demonstrate that disk flexibility can significantly alter the dynamic behavior of a rotor system. Based on the results presented in this work, the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) Rub can be generally classified into two types: light rub and heavy rub. The light rub refers to the low amplitude rub. The heavy rub refers to the high amplitude rub. (2) Light rub can be full rub or partial rub (that is, bouncing). The relative velocity at the rub contact point for light rub is usually high. Therefore heavy wearing and heat generation will occur during light rub. The light full rub could most likely occur at the first stage of rub if the clearance is small and the casing/seal/blade stiffness is low, especially for flexible disk rotor. Otherwise bouncing is the dominant phenomenon for light rub. Light full rub is a forward whirling motion, while bouncing could be either forward whirl or forward-backward mixed motion.
(3) Heavy rub is always full rub, backward whirling. The relative velocity at the rub contact point for heavy rub is close to zero. Although wearing and heat generation could be light, the deformation of casing/rotor/blade is very great. High stress in these parts will cause severe strength problem. Heavy rub can extend to very low rotor speeds. (4) There is a stability margin of rotor speed for light rub for both rigid and flexible disk rotors. Beyond this speed margin, the light rub will become unstable. The speed stability margin for a flexible disk rotor is slightly higher than that for a rigid disk rotor.
(5) For heavy rub, there is no stability margin for rigid disk rotor but there is one for a flexible disk rotor. (6) Disk flexibility can greatly influence the dynamics of the rotational mode of a rotor, especially the whirling amplitudes. It has only a slight influence on the stability of light rub motion, but creates an instability (in classical sense) for heavy rub motion.
